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Abstract

Vision Transformers (ViTs) have achieved remarkable success in computer vision tasks. However, their potential in rotation-sensitive scenarios has not been fully explored, and this limitation may be inherently attributed to the lack of spatial invariance in the data-forwarding process. In this study, we present a novel approach, termed Spatial Transform Decoupling (STD), providing a simple-yet-effective solution for oriented object detection with ViTs. Built upon stacked ViT blocks, STD utilizes separate network branches to predict the position, size, and angle of bounding boxes, effectively harnessing the spatial transform potential of ViTs in a divide-and-conquer fashion. Moreover, by aggregating cascaded activation masks (CAMs) computed upon the regressed parameters, STD gradually enhances features within regions of interest (RoIs), which complements the self-attention mechanism. Without bells and whistles, STD achieves state-of-the-art performance on the benchmark datasets including DOTA-v1.0 (82.24% mAP) and HRSC2016 (98.55% mAP), which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method. Source code is available at https://github.com/yuhongtian17/Spatial-Transform-Decoupling.

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed substantial progress and notable breakthroughs in computer vision, which can be primarily attributed to the advent of Vision Transformer (ViT) models. Benefiting from the powerful self-attention mechanism, ViTs consistently achieve new state-of-the-art performance across vision tasks including classification (Dosovitskiy et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2022c; Fang et al. 2023), object detection (Li et al. 2022b; Fang et al. 2022; Tian et al. 2023), and semantic segmentation (Xie et al. 2021a; Yuan et al. 2021). Despite the progress made, the capability of ViTs in spatial transform invariance has not been fully explored and understood. In many scenarios, ViTs are treated as a universal approximator, expected to automatically handle various vision data irrespective of their orientations and appearances.
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parameters associated with diverse semantic interpretations, such as the object’s location, shape, and orientation. This approach guides the feature extraction process in a controlled and effective manner. Furthermore, by estimating the parameters associated with a particular spatial transform at each stage, this step-wise strategy facilitates the progressive refinement of estimation results, which in turn can contribute to improving the overall accuracy of the model.

Building upon the insights and discussions presented earlier, we propose Spatial Transform Decoupling (STD), a straightforward yet effective solution for oriented object detection, which decouples the estimation of transformation parameters related to object positions, sizes, and angles, Fig. 1. Concretely, a multi-branch network design is utilized, where each individual branch is designated to predict parameters that correspond to distinct spatial transforms. From another perspective, STD supplements the self-attention mechanism by allocating distinct responsibilities to self-attention modules at different stages of parameter prediction, which effectively utilizes the spatial transform capabilities of ViTs in a divide-and-conquer fashion. Furthermore, STD integrates cascaded activation masks (CAMs) to enhance the features extracted by stacked Transformer blocks, effectively suppressing background information while highlighting foreground objects. By refining features within regions of interest (RoIs) using CAMs, the feature representation for oriented objects is both decoupled and progressively enhanced. As a single-step-effective design, STD can be integrated with various ViT-based detectors and achieve significant performance improvements over the state-of-the-art methods. For instance, STD achieves 82.24% mAP on DOTA-v1.0 and 98.55% mAP on HRSC2016, surpassing art methods. For instance, STD achieves 82.24% mAP on DOTA-v1.0 and 98.55% mAP on HRSC2016, surpassing art methods.

The contributions of this work are summarized as:

- **The Spatial Transform Decoupling (STD) approach is introduced to address the challenge of oriented object detection by estimating parameters for spatial transforms through separate network branches. STD demonstrates remarkable generalizability and can seamlessly integrate with a variety of ViT detectors.**

- **Cascade activation masks (CAMs) are integrated into the self-attention module at each layer of ViT to progressively enhance the features. CAMs offer spatially dense guidance, directing the attention maps to focus more on foreground objects rather than the background.**

- **Experimental results demonstrate that STD surpasses state-of-the-art methods by a significant margin across a variety of oriented object detection benchmarks.**

**Related Work**

**Oriented Object Detection**

Existing methods have investigated oriented object detection from the perspectives of feature robustness, region proposal refinement, and target regression enhancement.

**Feature Invariance/Equivalence.** Invariance or equivalence is an essential problem when designing/learning visual feature representations. During the era of hand-crafted features, SIFT (Lowe 1999) utilizes dominant orientation-based feature alignment to achieve invariance to rotation and robustness to moderate perspective transforms. With the rise of CNNs, STN (Jaderberg et al. 2015) achieves rotation invariance by manipulating the feature maps according to the transformation matrix estimated using a sub-CNN. Group equivariant CNN (Cohen and Welling 2016) proposes a natural generalization of CNNs, enabling them to group objects from the same categories regardless of orientations. ORN (Zhou et al. 2017) introduces Active Rotating Filters (ARFs), which dynamically rotate during the convolution process and thereby produce feature maps with location and orientation explicitly encoded. ReDet (Han et al. 2021) achieves rotation-equivariant convolution (e2cnn (Weiler and Cesa 2019)) by incorporating a rotation-invariant backbone, which normalizes the spatial and orientational information of features.

**Region Proposal Refinement.** RoI Transformer (Ding et al. 2019) enhances two-stage detectors by iteratively repeating the RPN-RoI head structure (Ren et al. 2015; He et al. 2017). Oriented RCNN (Xie et al. 2021b) streamlines the process of oriented proposal generation and directly predicts oriented proposals based on the features extracted by the backbone and FPN (Feature Pyramid Network) (Lin et al. 2017a) module. Drawing inspiration from a similar concept, R4Det (Yang et al. 2021a) introduces a feature refinement stage to the orientation regression head.

**Target Regression Enhancement.** Gliding Vertex (Xu et al. 2020) converts the task of rotated box prediction into regressing the offset for horizontal boxes along the four edges. CSL (Yang and Yan 2020) addresses the potential abrupt change in loss computation by proposing a label-based solution for angle prediction. CFA (Guo et al. 2021) and Oriented RepPoints (Li et al. 2022b) make improvements to the nine-point prediction methods (Yang et al. 2019). GWD (Yang et al. 2021b), KLD (Yang et al. 2021c), and KFlIoU (Yang et al. 2022) use two-dimensional Gaussian distributions to solve the angle prediction problem. Despite the progress of various approaches proposed, few of them explore the impact of decoupling spatial transform, e.g., position \((x, y)\), size \((w, h)\), and angle \((\alpha)\), on the hierarchical feature representation.

**Vision Transformer**

Drawing inspiration from the NLP field (Vaswani et al. 2017; Devlin et al. 2018), ViTs divide the image into multiple patch tokens for feature extraction and processing (Dosovitskiy et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2022c; Tian et al. 2023). It has attracted significant attention in recent years owing to its remarkable success in computer vision tasks. DETR (Carion et al. 2020) is a representative work that extends ViTs towards object detection, establishing the fundamental paradigm for applying ViT to this task.

MAE (He et al. 2022) proposes a novel pre-training mode that deviates from the classic fully supervised pre-training era of CNNs (He, Girshick, and Dollár 2019). Building upon MAE, ViTDet (Li et al. 2022b) and MIMDet (Fang et al. 2022), etc., have made significant advancements in the development of ViT for object detection.

While Vision Transformers have demonstrated promis-
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Figure 2: The framework of the proposed Spatial Transform Decoupling (STD) method. The detailed structure of Transformer blocks integrated with activation masks (TBAM) is shown on the left.

The Proposed Method
This section starts with an elucidation of the motivation behind Spatial Transform Decoupling (STD). Subsequently, a detailed explanation of the overall structure of STD is provided, offering an in-depth understanding of its architectural design and how it functions. Next, we delve into a detailed decoupling structure and introduce the cascaded activation masks (CAMs) for progressive feature refinement. Special emphasis is placed on their significant contribution to the overall performance enhancement of STD.

Overview
The proposed STD can be readily seen as an extension of existing oriented object detectors, and an overview of the architecture is depicted in Figure 2. The primary innovation of STD resides within the detection head module, while for other components, such as the backbone, Region Proposal Network (RPN), and loss functions, we maintain consistency with mainstream detection frameworks (Ren et al. 2015; Xie et al. 2021b). As a result, STD demonstrates significant generalizability, enabling its compatibility with a variety of detectors. Specifically, for the purpose of a clear explanation, we adopt STD within the Faster RCNN framework (Ren et al. 2015) as the default configuration. Throughout the experiments, we will also showcase the performance of STD in combination with other detectors, such as Oriented RCNN (Xie et al. 2021b).

ViTs have demonstrated impressive performance across a broad spectrum of visual tasks. However, their utilization in the context of oriented object detection remains relatively unexplored. Nevertheless, existing pre-trained Transformer models are capable of extracting meaningful features, which contributes to establishing a strong foundation for achieving impressive performance in oriented object detection tasks. Therefore, we adopt a design inspired by the imTITED (Zhang et al. 2022b) detector and substitute the backbone as well as head modules of the two-stage detector with Vision Transformer blocks pre-trained using the MAE method.

Specifically, we employ the ViT-small model as the backbone instead of ResNet-50, and use a 4-layer Transformer block to replace the conventional detection head in Faster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2FCBoxHead</th>
<th>MAEBoxHead (Not Pre-trained)</th>
<th>MAEBoxHead (Pre-trained)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mAP</td>
<td>69.67</td>
<td>69.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance comparison of Faster RCNN with the same backbone (ViT-small) but different heads. The training is carried out on the DOTA-v1.0 dataset (Xia et al. 2018) for 12 epochs.
RCNN built with fully connected (FC) layers. Please note that the ViT-small backbone is obtained from the MAE pre-trained encoder, and the 4-layer Transformer block is derived from the pre-trained decoder, which forms the MAEBBoxHead module. Once the regions of interest (RoIs) are obtained, the feature maps are uniformly divided into $7 \times 7$ tokens, which are subsequently fed into the parameter regression head, as depicted in Figure 2. Experiments are conducted to validate the effectiveness of this framework in addressing the oriented object detection problem, and the results are presented in Table 1. In subsequent experiments, the pre-trained MAEBBoxHead is used as the baseline method by default.

Afterward, the proposed Spatial Transform Decoupling (STD) module is built upon the aforementioned backbone network. To enhance the performance of decoupling, we employ a hierarchical structure to predict the bounding box parameters in a layer-wise manner, and further enhance it by leveraging the guidance provided by the cascaded activation masks (CAMs). Detailed explanations of these contributions will be provided in the following two subsections.

### Decoupled Parameter Prediction

As highlighted in the Introduction Section, different parameters of an oriented bounding box are expected to possess distinct properties (e.g., rotation-variance or rotation-invariance), and therefore, they should be computed based on different feature maps. However, most conventional methods (Ren et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2017b) depend on a single feature map to predict all bounding box parameters, potentially resulting in the issue of coupled features. To solve this problem, we introduce a multi-branch network to achieve hierarchical and disentangled parameter prediction.

As shown in Figure 2, we compute different components of the oriented bounding box based on the feature map at various stages of the Transformer decoder in a cascaded manner. Specifically, $(x, y)$, $\alpha$, $(w, h)$ and the class score are obtained based on the feature maps of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th layer of the Transformer block, respectively (the rationale behind this design will be detailed in ablation study). After obtaining the discrete output from each Transformer block, we first reshape them into $7 \times 7$ feature maps and then apply convolutional layers to further enhance the features. Next, after globally averaging the resultant feature maps, FC layers are adopted to make the final predictions, which are then used to produce the bounding box and CAMs (details explained in the next subsection). Please note that the proposed mechanism is highly generalizable, as one can easily adjust the number of estimated parameters by simply adding or removing predicting branches.

### Cascaded Activation Masks

To further regulate the decoupling process and improve the accuracy of prediction results, we intend to provide dense guidance for bounding box prediction at each stage. To achieve this goal, cascaded activation masks (CAMs) are introduced to enhance the features generated by the multiple branches.

An ideal activation mask with binary values should have the regions corresponding to foreground objects assigned with a value of 1, and all background locations set to 0. To align the activated regions with the foreground area as much as possible, we propose to generate activation masks by incorporating information from both the proposal and the predicted bounding box.

To be specific, the center point, size, and orientation of the estimated bounding box, i.e., $(x_b, y_b, w_b, h_b, \alpha_b)$, could be expressed as

$$
\begin{align*}
x_b &= x_p + w_p \cdot dx, \\
y_b &= y_p + h_p \cdot dy, \\
w_b &= w_p \cdot e^{dw}, \\
h_b &= h_p \cdot e^{dh}, \\
\alpha_b &= \alpha dx,
\end{align*}
$$

where $(x_p, y_p)$ and $(w_p, h_p)$ respectively denote the center coordinates and shape of the proposal, and $(dx, dy, dw, dh, d\alpha)$ are the predicted values related to the oriented bounding box obtained from STD. Then, with the proposal placed in a rectangular coordinate system $(x, y)$ and its four vertices located at $(-1, -1), (1, -1), (1, 1), \text{and} (-1, 1)$, the affine transformation against the bounding box $(x', y')$ could be formulated as:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
x' \\
y'
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
\cos \alpha dx \cdot e^{dw} & -\sin \alpha dx \cdot e^{dw} \\
\sin \alpha dx \cdot e^{dw} & \cos \alpha dx \cdot e^{dw}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
x \\
y
\end{pmatrix} +
\begin{pmatrix}
2 dx \\
2 dy
\end{pmatrix}
$$

As illustrated in Figure 3, the activation mask could be produced by applying the affine transformation in Eq.(2) to a matrix $AM$ with all elements set to 1. After integrating $AM$ into the self-attention module in STD, the mapping function implemented by Transformer Block with Activation Mask (TBAM, see Figure 2) could be written as

$$
\text{TBAM}(Q, K, V, AM) = \text{softmax}(\frac{QK^T}{\sqrt{d}})V' \quad (3)
$$

where $V'$ is obtained by performing an element-wise multiplication between $V$ and $AM$ ($V' = V \odot AM$). By multiplying with $V$, $AM$ could direct the model’s attention by highlighting the foreground while suppressing the background. In the forward propagation process, the utilization of activation maps guides the decoupled predicted values in earlier stages to direct the self-attention mechanism of the subsequent Transformer blocks; while during the backward...
propagation process, the discrepancies in the decoupled predicted values from later stages are propagated through the activation maps, affecting the feature extraction process of the previously decoupled predicted values. This cascaded architecture enhances the interconnection between decoupled predicted values at various levels.

**Experiment**

**Experimental Setting**

**Datasets** Experiments are conducted on two commonly-used datasets for oriented object detection, namely DOTA-v1.0 (Xia et al. 2018) and HRSC2016 (Liu et al. 2017). DOTA-v1.0 is a large-scale object detection dataset for optical remote sensing images, which comprises 2,806 images with diverse dimensions, spanning from 800 to 4,000 pixels in width and height. The dataset consists of a total of 188,282 individual instances distributed across 15 different classes, and it is partitioned into training, validation, and test sets containing 1,411, 458, and 937 images, respectively. HRSC2016 is an optical remote sensing image dataset designed for ship detection. It comprises 1,680 images with diverse widths and heights, ranging from 339 pixels to 1,333 pixels. The commonly used training, validation, and test sets consist of 436, 181, and 444 images, respectively.

**Implementation Details** The experimental results are obtained on the MMRotate platform (Zhou et al. 2022). We employ the checkpoints of ViT-small/base (Dosovitskiy et al. 2020) and HiViT-base (Zhang et al. 2022c), which are all pre-trained using the MAE (He et al. 2022) self-supervised strategy. We pre-train the ViT-small model and directly utilize the open-sourced checkpoints for the other models, wherein all the Transformer blocks of both the encoder and decoder are fully inherited.

For a fair comparison, we adopt a similar experimental configuration as used in the benchmark methods (Wang et al. 2022; Yang et al. 2022; Xie et al. 2021b). The performance evaluation on DOTA-v1.0 follows a multi-scale setting, where the model is trained on the train-val-set and tested on the test-set. In contrast, for the ablation study on DOTA-v1.0, a single-scale setting is adopted, where the model is trained on the train-set and tested on the val-set. All images would be cropped into patches of size $1024 \times 1024$ with an overlap of 500/200 pixels in multi-scale/single-scale setting. In the multi-scale setting, images are resized by $0.5 \times$, $1.0 \times$, and $1.5 \times$ before undergoing the cropping process, and no scale adjustment is adopted in the single-scale setting. In the HRSC2016 dataset, images are resized in such a way that the larger dimension of width and height becomes 800, while maintaining their original aspect ratios.

During training, horizontal/vertical flipping and random rotation operations are conducted to increase the scale and diversity of training data. The model is trained for 12 epochs on DOTA-v1.0 and 36 epochs on HRSC2016. We adopt the AdamW optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) with an initial learning rate of $1e^{-4}/2.5e^{-4}$ for DOTA-v1.0/HRSC2016, a weight decay of 0.05, and a layer decay of 0.75/0.90 for ViT/HiViT. All experiments are conducted on $8 \times A100$ GPUs with a batch size of 8.

**Ablation Study**

**Feasibility of Decoupled Parameter Prediction** Prior to assessing the feasibility of the decoupling approach, we first investigate the performance of bounding box prediction relying solely on a single feature map in various levels. As shown in Table 2a, a consistent enhancement in performance is evident when employing feature maps from deeper layers for bounding box prediction. This observation suggests that while deep feature maps contribute to improved feature representations for object detection, shallower layers still contain valuable information for bounding box prediction, as their performance is only slightly lower.

We also compare the performance with the decoupled parameter estimation approach. As shown in Fig. 2, we used the feature maps from the first block to predict $x$ and $y$, the second block for $\alpha$, the third block for $w$ and $h$, and the final stage for the class score $cls$. Without the aid of CAMs, the performance of this decoupled configuration is slightly lower than predicting bounding boxes with the feature maps from the third/fourth block by a margin of 0.09%/0.28% mAP. These results provide evidence that suggests the feasibility and potential of designing a decoupled structure. As previously mentioned, we introduce CAMs to enhance the decoupling process, further reducing the performance gap between decoupled and non-decoupled approaches.

**Rationality of Model Design** To showcase the rationale behind the detailed architecture of STD, we investigate the impact of both the order of parameter decoupling and the lo-
Figure 5: Comparison of detection results. STD demonstrates superior performance in reducing false detections ((a), (b), and (c)), better discerning clustered objects ((c) and (e)), and improving the alignment with oriented objects ((c), (d), and (e)).

Table 2: Results of diagnostic studies. (a) Comparison of detection accuracy achieved using feature maps from various levels of Transformer block (bk1 to bk4). □ denotes coupled bounding box prediction and ◊ refers to class score estimation. † indicates the performance of original MAEBBoxHead while ‡ indicates our STD’s. (b) The influence of decoupling order on the overall performance of STD.

Table 3: Comparison of object detection accuracy achieved by different RoI extraction networks.

Adaptability to Different Backbones As discussed in the preceding section, as long as the RoI fully covers the foreground object, the activation masks can effectively activate the entire foreground region. Hence, our approach is expected to be adaptable to other RoI extraction methodologies. As indicated in Table 3, the decoupling module of STD also demonstrates strong performance when incorporated into the Oriented RCNN object detector (Xie et al. 2021b), which showcases the remarkable generalizability of our method.

Visualization of Attention Maps In Figure 4, we present visualizations of the attention maps from different decoder layers of STD and a baseline Transformer model (Rotated Faster RCNN+ViT-S). In comparison to the baseline Transformer, the attention maps generated by the STD model at each stage exhibit a closer alignment with the semantic meaning of the corresponding predicted parameter. Specifically, when obtaining the positional information \(x, y\), the attention tends to concentrate around the center of the object. Following this, the attention becomes more widespread, targeting one end and one edge of the object to capture information about its orientation \(\alpha\). Finally, the attention predominantly focuses on both ends of the object, aiming to capture details related to its scale. This phenomenon is likely a result of the decoupled bounding box prediction mechanism and the step-wise guidance provided by the activation masks, further confirming the effectiveness of the proposed architectural approach.

Qualitative Comparison We also present a qualitative comparison between the results of STD and the baseline Transformer in Figure 5. STD is capable of mitigating the occurrence of false negatives/positives (as depicted in Figure 5(a), (b)), while also achieving notably improved alignment with oriented foreground objects across different scales (as shown in Figure 5(c), (d), (e)). This observation
Table 4: Performance comparison on DOTA-v1.0. Classes: PL-plane; BD-baseball diamond; BR-bridge; GTF-ground track field; SV-small vehicle; LV-large vehicle; SH-ship; TC-tennis court; BC-baseball court; ST-storage tank; SBF-soccer ball field; RA-roundabout; HA-harbor; SP-swimming pool; HC-helicopter. Pretraining: In-supervised pretraining on the ImageNet; CO-supervised pretraining on the MS COCO; M-MAE self-supervised pretraining on the ImageNet; \M-MAE self-supervised pretraining on the MillionAID (Long et al. 2021), a large remote sensing dataset including about 1 million images.

Table 5: Comparison of performance on HRSC2016.

**Conclusion**

This paper introduces Spatial Transform Decoupling (STD), an oriented object detection method that separates the parameter prediction process into multiple disentangled stages. Such a decoupled process is further enhanced by incorporating cascaded activation masks, which introduce dense guidance into the self-attention mechanism. Extensive experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of STD on multiple popular benchmarks. To the best of our knowledge, STD is a pioneering method that tackles oriented object detection in remote sensing with a structural perspective. Notably, the Transformer-based nature of STD enables seamless integration with various advanced pre-trained models, providing significant benefits to the research community.
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